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Spectroscopic measurements of temperature and plasma impurity concentration during magnetic reconnection at the Swarthmore Spheromak Experiment
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Electron temperature measurements during counterhelicity spheromak merging studies at the Swarthmore Spheromak Experiment (SSX) [M. R. Brown, Phys. Plasmas 6, 1717 (1999)] are presented. VUV monochromator measurements of impurity emission lines are compared with model spectra produced by the non-LTE excitation kinematics code PRISMSPECT [J. J. MacFarlane et al., in Proceedings of the Third Conference on Inertial Fusion Science and Applications (2004)] to yield the electron temperature in the plasma with 1 μs time resolution. Average T_e is seen to increase from 12 to 19 eV during spheromak merging. Average C III ion temperature, measured with a new ion Doppler spectrometer (IDS) [C. D. Cothran et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 77, 063504 (2006)], likewise rises during spheromak merging, peaking at ~22 eV, but a similar increase in T_e is seen during single spheromak discharges with no merging. The VUV emission line measurements are also used to constrain the concentrations of various impurities in the SSX plasma, which are dominated by carbon, but include some oxygen and nitrogen. A burst of soft x-ray emission is seen during reconnection with a new four-channel detector (SRK). There is evidence for spectral changes in the soft x-ray emission as reconnection progresses, although our single-temperature equilibrium spectral models are not able to provide adequate fits to all the SXR data. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.3099603]

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic reconnection is the process driving the dynamics in spheromak merging and relaxation as well as in several astrophysical scenarios. During reconnection, magnetic energy is rapidly converted to electron and ion heat, plasma flow, and energetic particle beams. However, the partitioning of energy among various channels is not fully understood. Spheromak dynamics have been studied at the Swarthmore Spheromak Experiment (SSX) in a number of geometries. We have recently been studying spheromak merging in a 0.4 m diameter, 0.6 m length, 3 mm wall copper flux conserver at SSX (see Fig. 1). In these experiments, merging of a pair of counterhelicity spheromaks generates magnetic reconnection dynamics near the midplane. We utilize measurements of UV and x-ray impurity emission spectra to monitor the plasma composition and electron and ion temperatures during and after reconnection.

Spectroscopy has recently been employed to measure T_e, T_i, and other plasma properties in a wide range of contexts, from tokamak and reversed field pinch experiments to high-temperature gold plasmas. In magnetically confined fusion plasmas, impurity species are monitored by measuring their UV and x-ray line emission. Spectroscopic techniques have been also been employed on warm (∼100 eV) laboratory plasmas with properties similar to the SSX plasma to measure temperatures and ion flow. In many applications, computer models of radiative processes can be a valuable aid in the interpretation of the spectroscopic data.

There are similar applications in astrophysics, especially since the launch of Chandra and XMM-Newton, which made high-resolution x-ray spectroscopy of astrophysical plasmas possible. Soft x-ray emission line ratio diagnostics measured with the spectrometers on these satellite observatories are routinely used as probes of the electron temperature in stellar coronae and the winds of massive stars among other highly ionized astrophysical plasmas. Global spectral modeling, in which a detailed model spectrum, including numerous emission lines and recombination and bremsstrahlung continua, is fit to broadband spectral data, is also being applied to the analysis of solar U spectra and stellar x-ray spectra. Both the individual line intensity modeling and the global spectral modeling are also used to determine elemental abundances in astrophysical plasmas. The work we report on here, in the laboratory context, similarly employs both line ratio diagnostics and global spectral modeling of UV and soft x-ray spectra in order to determine electron temperatures and plasma impurity concentrations (“elemental abundances” in the astrophysical parlance). The Chandra and XMM-Newton spectrographs have soft x-ray responses only above about 0.5 keV, and so are generally used to probe plasma temperatures a factor of several hotter than those we discuss in this paper. However, the densities, impurity concentrations, dominant atomic processes, and diagnostic techniques are similar.

Local and global magnetic structure of SSX spheromaks
II. SPECTRAL MODELING

A. PRISMSPECT

We analyzed the SXR and VUV data using the PRISMSPECT non-LTE excitation/ionization code. Simulations were run for spatially uniform plasmas with a variety of temperatures, densities, and compositions. Model spectra and line strength ratios from these simulations were compared to spectroscopic data from SSX to determine best-fit values for the plasma parameters of interest. We also used time-dependent simulations to study the plasma’s approach to ionization/excitation equilibrium after spheromak formation.

PRISMSPECT models all significant radiative and collisional (including three-body) processes, although not charge exchange. The omission of charge exchange does not affect the models’ relevance for comparison to spectroscopic data: the fractions of neutral hydrogen atoms and impurity ions in the SSX plasma are both low, so cold neutrals released from the walls during a discharge will almost always be ionized before they can undergo charge exchange with an impurity ion [the charge exchange mean free path of a C III ion, for example, is $l_{\text{mfp}}>200$ m (Ref. 35)]. In its time-dependent mode, the PRISMSPECT code computes atomic level populations at each time step by integrating the relevant rate equations forward in time, and the calculated level populations and transition probabilities are used to produce a model spectrum. In the steady-state mode, equilibrium ionization balances and level populations are calculated by inverting a rate matrix. In both modes emissivities are calculated from the level populations and the emitted spectra are transported through the plasma taking optical depth effects into account. Doppler shifts from bulk motion are not accounted for in PRISMSPECT, but all relevant line-broadening mechanisms—including natural, Stark, and thermal broadening—are accounted for.

This level of detail goes significantly beyond the coronal approximation, which we show below is necessary for accurate modeling of some of the emission lines we measure.

Atomic models for PRISMSPECT simulations are drawn

has been studied with up to 600 individual internal magnetic probes operated simultaneously at 1.25 MHz using a multiplexer system. Line averaged electron density is monitored with a quadrature HeNe laser interferometer. We can scan density in a range $n_e = 1 - 10 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$ and operate at a typical value of $n_e = 5 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$. The composition of the SSX plasma is primarily hydrogen, with trace concentrations of carbon and other impurities. The plasma is fully ionized and fully magnetized, with typical magnetic fields of 0.1 T and an ion gyroradius, $\rho_i < R$, where $R = 0.2$ m is the outer flux conserving boundary of the plasma (defined by a cylindrical copper wall). The Lundquist number $S$, the ratio of the resistive magnetic diffusion time $\tau_R$ to the Alfvén transit time $\tau_A$, is large for SSX, $S \approx 1000$. Accordingly, the global structure of SSX spheromaks is fully in the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) regime ($S \gg 1$, $\rho_i \ll R$).

In the experiments reported here, spectroscopic data are line integrated over a 1 cm wide chord through a diameter at the midplane with a time resolution of about 1 $\mu$s. In addition, an ensemble of 20–30 discharges are typically averaged for each measurement. Electron temperature and impurity concentration levels are inferred from model fits to data from a vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) spectrometer. Data are analyzed with a non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) excitation/ionization kinematics code. This modeling is also used to explore the extent to which time-dependent, nonequilibrium excitation and ionization has to be accounted for. Ion temperature is measured with an ion Doppler spectroscopy (IDS) instrument.

In Sec. II, details of the spectral modeling using the PRISMSPECT code are presented. In Sec. III, determinations of impurity concentration from the VUV spectrometer are presented. In Sec. IV, we present measurements of the plasma electron temperature made using carbon emission line intensity ratios and compare these results with the C III ion temperature measured with IDS. In Sec. V, we discuss the progress of additional electron temperature measurements utilizing model fits to data from a four-channel soft x-ray (SXR) array. A summary is presented in Sec. VI.
from the ATBASE database.\textsuperscript{37} Many of the higher energy levels of impurity ions in the SSX plasma produce no strong spectral features, so we were able to make simplifications to the full ATBASE models and reduce simulation runtimes without sacrificing accuracy. Tests of a variety of atomic models revealed 200 energy levels per carbon ion and 50 levels per nitrogen ion to be sufficient, while the oxygen model used contained 50 levels for O\textsc{iii} through O\textsc{vii} and one level for the other ions. Hydrogen in SSX is almost 100\% ionized, and line radiation following recombination of protons and electrons was found to make only negligible contributions to SXR signals, so we used only the ground state of neutral hydrogen and ionized hydrogen in our atomic model for H. For each element, adding more levels per ion stage beyond these described above did not lead to any significant change in the calculated spectra.

\section*{B. Equilibration time}

The spheromak formation and expansion phases of an SSX discharge are characterized by rapidly changing temperatures and densities.\textsuperscript{5} Although it is difficult to estimate the time-varying conditions at the beginning of a discharge with a high degree of precision, we will demonstrate that the plasma is approximately in ionization and excitation equilibrium by the time it reaches the midplane. Thus, the time history of the spheromak plasma is not important, and its spectrum can be modeled with a simple collisional-radiative equilibrium approach, in which the density, temperature, and composition are the only important parameters.

The experiments we report on here focus primarily on the merging of two spheromaks rather than on the spheromak formation process itself. The merging and associated reconnection generally begins at about $t=30–40$ $\mu$s and lasts for approximately 30 $\mu$s, after which the plasma achieves a quasisteady, relaxed configuration. The VUV monochromator and SXR view the plasma along fixed lines of sight through the midplane (see Fig. 1), so measured signals are typically zero for approximately the first 30 $\mu$s of a discharge and peak around $t=50–60$ $\mu$s. Steady-state simulations will therefore be sufficient if they can accurately describe the conditions in the plasma at $t>30$ $\mu$s.

To test this, we calculated the evolution of the excitation and ionization of a hydrogen plasma with trace levels of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen for a set of assumed density and temperature values as a function of time, based on our estimates of the conditions before, during, and after spheromak formation. A variety of initial conditions were tested, with electron temperatures in the plasma gun ranging from 0.025 to 60 eV. The ion density used was $8 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$ for the first 10 $\mu$s of the simulations (before the SSX plasma has left the gun), decreasing linearly to $5 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$ during the following 20 $\mu$s (modeling the plasma’s expansion into the main flux conservor). We computed ultraviolet spectra as well as quantities such as the mean charge state at many times during these simulations, and saw that these tended to approach a steady state after $<10$ $\mu$s. We then compared the spectra at late times, between 30 and 40 $\mu$s, with spectra calculated assuming equilibrium conditions. Indeed, these late-time spectra are nearly identical.

We can explore this numerical result analytically. Using the expression for the collisional excitation cross section,\textsuperscript{38} we find the mean excitation time in SSX with $n_e=5 \times 10^{14}$ ions cm$^{-3}$ and $T_e=15$ eV to be $t \sim \sqrt{3kT_e/m_e} / (n_e \pi h^2) \sim 1.3 \times 10^{-7}$ s. Therefore, in a period of several microseconds, each ion in SSX will be collisionally excited many times, indicating that equilibrium will be reached on a time scale ($<10$ $\mu$s) that is short relative to the plasma lifetime, consistent with the results of the detailed simulations. Based on the observed insensitivity of late-time simulation results to initial conditions, tested for a range of initial temperatures and atomic level populations, we conclude that we can safely use steady-state simulations to model the VUV and SXR spectra.

\section*{C. Line ratio modeling}

The SSX plasma, in the time leading up to reconnection, should be close to coronal equilibrium, in which all upward atomic transitions are assumed to be caused by collisions between ions and electrons, and all downward transitions are assumed to occur by spontaneous emission. Similarly, ionization is by electron impact and is assumed to be balanced by radiative recombination. Since collisional ionization and radiative recombination both scale with the square of the plasma density, the overall ionization balance in a coronal plasma is density independent, and the ratio of the intensities of two lines from different ionization stages of the same element can serve as an electron temperature diagnostic. The primary line ratio used for our temperature determinations was C\textsc{iii} 97.7 nm/C\textsc{iv} 155 nm (hereafter written as $I_{97.7}/I_{155}$). Representative spectra, calculated for two different temperatures, are shown in Fig. 2, where these two carbon lines are prominent.

Although the SSX plasma is close to coronal, we ran simulations that included the full range of atomic processes and found a noticeable density dependence in the $I_{97.7}/I_{155}$ ratio in the relevant density and temperature regimes, as shown in Fig. 3. Although the deviation from coronal equilibrium is slight, C\textsc{iii} and C\textsc{iv} are subdominant ion stages at $T>10$ eV (see Fig. 4, where we show the temperature-dependent carbon ionization balance), so small absolute changes in their abundances can lead to large relative changes in the corresponding line intensity ratio. Because of this effect, it was necessary to obtain independent density measurements in order to use line ratios for precise calculations of electron temperature. We use an electron density value of $n_e=5 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$ based on measurements with the laser interferometer.

\section*{III. IMPURITY DETERMINATIONS FROM VUV LINE MEASUREMENTS}

Individual emission line strengths are measured in SSX using a VUV monochromator with a focal length of 0.2 m. Photons enter the device through a slit of adjustable width and strike a reflective diffraction grating, which selects and
refocuses a narrow bandwidth around the desired central wavelength. Light leaving the diffraction grating is directed through an exit slit of adjustable width and into an 800 V photomultiplier tube (PMT). 500 μm was found to be the optimal exit slit width, corresponding to a spectral resolution of 2 nm. Signals from the PMT pass through a Stanford Research Systems SR570 current amplifier and are registered at 10 ns intervals by an oscilloscope and transferred to a computer using LABVIEW. Sample traces from individual discharges for two different lines are shown in Fig. 5.

PRISMSPECT was used to identify the carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen lines most likely to be strong in SSX, and we tuned the monochromator to measure these lines. The results are summarized in Table I. The wavelength-dependent sensitivity of the monochromator was estimated using measurements from the manufacturer of the normal incidence reflectivity of the Al+MgF$_2$ coating on the diffraction grating. Five impurity emission lines produced signals that could be reliably distinguished from background noise: C III 97.7 nm, C IV 155 nm, C III 229.7 nm, N IV 124 nm, and O V 63.0 nm. The strongest of these was C IV 155 nm, which consistently produced PMT currents over 1 mA. C V is the dominant carbon ionization stage at SSX temperatures (see Fig. 4); however, being heliumlike, its resonance lines arise in the K-shell, and so are outside the wavelength range accessible to the monochromator. Therefore it is not necessarily surprising that no C V lines were detected. The C V line at 227 nm is from a transition between two excited levels, and so is not expected to be very strong.

The comparative strengths of C, N, and O lines can yield information about the relative fractions of these impurities present in SSX. These relative concentrations are a vital input for the simulations of SXR spectra to be discussed in Sec. V. Of course, line ratios involving C, N, and O depend on temperature, the main parameter we are trying to con-
Nevertheless, estimates of relative impurity concentrations can be made through comparisons of VUV line measurements with simulations.

We consider the ratios \( \frac{N}{C} \) and \( \frac{O}{C} \), in order to constrain the concentrations of N and O relative to C. We use the different carbon lines in order to minimize the temperature dependence of each diagnostic line ratio. As shown in Fig. 6, with equal concentrations of C, N, and O present, the simulated I_124/I_155 ratio is >8/1 for all plausible SSX plasma temperatures and about 25/1 for \( T_e = 15 \) eV. Yet, the measured intensity ratio is 1/14, implying a concentration of N that is roughly 350 times lower than that of C. Similar modeling for oxygen shows that the I_63.0/I_97.7 ratio is \( \sim 700/1 \) at 15 eV; however, the measured intensity ratio is 3/2, implying that carbon is \( \sim 500 \) times more abundant than oxygen in SSX (we have adopted 15 eV as a typical temperature based on the results described
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in Sec. IV). The low concentrations of N and O are not surprising, as copper gasket seals are used on the SSX device and we employ an intensive program of high temperature bakeout and helium glow discharge conditioning before running the experiment.

Some insight into absolute impurity concentrations in the plasma can be garnered from an analogical analysis of the \( H_{121.6} \) nm/C \( 11011 \) nm line ratio, measured to be \( \sim 1/2 \) in SSX. Simulations with 99% H and 1% C (using the full ATBASE hydrogen model) predict a line ratio of 1/2 at 20 eV, so 1% carbon concentration is a reasonable estimate for SSX, although edge effects would have to be considered for a more precise determination.

### IV. TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

#### A. Electron temperature

During the merging of two spheromaks, reconnection converts stored magnetic energy into thermal and kinetic energy. Understanding the details of this energy budget is vital for modeling coronal heating and other astrophysical phenomena. Electron temperatures during counterhelicity spheromak merging were calculated by comparing measured and simulated (Fig. 3) values of the carbon line ratio \( I_{97.7}/I_{155} \). We take resonance scattering into account, but the lines are optically thin, so the comparison is quite straightforward. We determine an average electron temperature at each 1 \( \mu s \) bin from the ratio of the mean line intensities calculated from a set of 25 discharges for each line. The standard deviation of the line ratio at each time was used to define the uncertainty in the electron temperature. The results of the analysis of the \( I_{97.7}/I_{155} \) ratio measurements are shown in Fig. 7.

The average electron temperature during counterhelicity discharges increases from 12 to 19 eV during the 35–70 \( \mu s \) time period (reconnection begins to occur by \( t \sim 30–40 \mu s \)), providing substantial evidence for magnetic energy being converted into thermal energy. A lesser temperature increase (\( \sim 2 \) eV) is seen during single spheromak discharges, as the plasma relaxes into a lower-energy configuration around \( t \approx 50 \mu s \). This measurement provides something of a control, indicating that the heating observed during reconnection is significant.

#### B. Ion temperature

The temperature of carbon ion impurities was measured by Doppler spectroscopy. The IDS instrument developed for SSX has sufficient time resolution (approximately 1 \( \mu s \)) to follow the MHD time scale evolution of the plasma, and sufficient spectral resolution (\( \delta \lambda / \lambda \approx 2 \times 10^{-4} \)) to measure carbon ion temperatures down to approximately 3.4 eV and Doppler shifts of as little as 6 km/s. The view chord of the IDS is very narrow (\( f / \# \approx 100 \)), and its 15 mm diameter is small compared to the size of the plasma; the IDS therefore performs a spatial line integration to a very good approximation. The simple interpretation of the measured line shapes as a Doppler shifted and broadened spectral line is often complicated significantly by the effects of the flow profile along the line of sight. For example, the line width generated by a flow varying by just \( \pm 10 \) km/s (about an order of magnitude less than the Alfvén speed) along the IDS line of sight is equivalent to a thermal width of about 50 eV.

The carbon ion temperature data from the IDS are presented in Fig. 8. This measurement was made with the IDS collecting C \( \text{III} \) emission at 229.687 nm along a diameter of the plasma at the midplane, and is the average of ten spheromak merging experiments. Line shapes showing evidence of nonthermal broadening or small signal strength were eliminated from the average; this occurred most often at times earlier than 40 \( \mu s \). The ion temperature during both counterhelicity merging and single spheromak discharges was observed to increase from approximately 13 to 22 eV during the time interval from 40 to 55 \( \mu s \).

#### C. Resistive heating interpretation

The similar ion temperatures observed during counterhelicity merging and single spheromak discharges (Fig. 8) indicate that most of the observed ion heating can be attributed...
to spheromak relaxation and accompanying small-scale magnetic reconnection events throughout the plasma volume, rather than to large-scale reconnection during merging at the midplane. Likewise, some electron heating is observed during the 40–55 μs period of single spheromak discharges. At t=70 μs, T_e during counterhelicity discharges reaches a maximum of ~19 eV, while T_e for single spheromak discharges is ~13 eV. Assuming similar cooling rates for the two situations, we can attribute the 6 eV difference to energy input from magnetic reconnection during spheromak merging.

At a density of 5 × 10^{14} cm^-3, a 6 eV increase in T_e across the 0.075 m^3 plasma volume corresponds to a thermal energy input of 36 J to the electrons. Earlier measurements of the magnetic flux and reconnection rate in SSX imply a reconnection electric field of E ≈ 100 V/m. Thus the power input through Joule heating in the reconnection region is given by P = E^2/\eta, where the Spitzer resistivity at 15 eV is

\[ \eta = 8.9 \times 10^{-6} \ \Omega \cdot m. \]

Magnetic data suggests that reconnection occurs primarily within an annulus with inner radius of ~11 cm, outer radius of ~17 cm, and thickness of ~1 cm. Thus, for reconnection at the midplane lasting 35 μs, the total resistive power dissipation is ~21 J.

Based the agreement to within a factor of 2 between the observed thermal energy increase and the expected resistive power dissipation, we can conclude that the magnetic and spectroscopic data provide a self-consistent picture of the energy balance during spheromak merging at SSX. Our simple analysis makes no attempt to account for spatially varying densities and temperatures within the plasma, nor is the size of the reconnection region well constrained by the magnetic data. Thus, we need not conclude that a stronger dissipative mechanism than classical resistivity is at play during the reconnection process. More sophisticated simulations are underway to further our understanding of this issue.

V. SXR MEASUREMENTS

The SSX SXR detector, mounted at the midplane (see Fig. 9) and sampling a chord of plasma in the reconnection region, measures the intensity of EUV and SXR emission from the SSX plasma with a time resolution better than 10 ns. The SXR consists of a matched set of four International Radiation Detectors AXUV silicon p-n junction photodiodes filtered by thin films of aluminum (100 nm thick), titanium (50 nm), tin (100 nm), and zirconium (100 nm). The variation in the spectral response functions of the filters at EUV and SXR energies, shown in Fig. 10, allows us to garner information not just about the time-dependent intensity of the SXR emission, but also about broad spectral properties of the emission. Ultimately, we intend to use this data to supplement the VUV line ratio analysis and independently derive the electron temperature in SSX. Although the analysis of the SXR data lacks the simplicity of the line ratio...
measurement we make with the VUV monochromator, it has the distinct advantage of allowing us to determine electron temperatures for individual discharges since the flux through all four filters can be measured simultaneously. In addition, the SXR is sensitive to significantly higher energy photons than the VUV monochrometer, and thus can potentially measure emission from hotter plasma and even emission produced by a possible high-energy, non-Maxwellian component of the electron population.

In Fig. 11 we show the time-dependent SXR signals measured in the four different SXR filters during one counterhelicity spheromak merging shot. X-ray emission is first detected when the plasma reaches the midplane at 25–30 μs and ramps up quite rapidly at 35–40 μs following the onset of magnetic reconnection. Intense emission is sustained for several tens of microseconds, with the relaxation to a merged, equilibrium configuration typically around 60 μs corresponding to a strong decrease in the SXR signal, as we expect for thermal emission arising from the heating associated with reconnection. We note that the signal in the Al bandpass is stronger than that seen in Ti or Zr, which is not surprising given the higher and broader spectral responsivity of the Al channel, shown in Fig. 10. The very strong Sn channel signal is quite unexpected, however, as the responsivity of this channel is not the highest of the four filters at any photon energy. We verified that there is no low-energy leak (below 8 eV) by blocking this channel with UV fused silica and sapphire filters. However, there must be a problem with this channel, as there is no physical basis for the relative signal being this high, so we exclude the Sn channel data from the analysis we describe below.

In Fig. 12 we again show the SXR filter traces, but at an expanded scale afforded by the elimination of the Sn data. The time dependence of each signal appears similar, but in the lower panel, where we show the time-dependent channel intensity ratios, it is clear that the spectral signal of the x-ray emission changes in the interval 35 μs < t < 60 μs. This is exactly the time frame of reconnection and relaxation toward a magnetic equilibrium that is seen in the magnetic data. The Ti/Al ratio is the most constant of the three during this time; the changes in the spectral energy distribution seem to be primarily due to the Zr signal. Looking at the response curves (Fig. 10), Zr has a significantly lower spectral response than Al and Ti at photon energies greater than 300 eV and a relatively high response at lower energies. Since the change seen in the channel intensity ratios with time (lower panel of Fig. 12) is in the sense of the Zr signal becoming weaker faster than the signal in the other two channels, this implies a spectral hardening with time during reconnection.

We model the SXR emission from the SSX plasma using the same type of PRISMSPECT simulations we described earlier in the context of the VUV line ratio modeling. For the SXR analysis, we include C, N, and O in the ratios determined from the VUV line intensity measurements, and perform similar non-LTE, steady-state simulations, calculating the emergent spectrum as a function of temperature at high resolution between 10 and 1000 eV. The absolute impurity concentrations (relative to hydrogen) are not important as...
long as the carbon concentration is above one part in $10^4$, as our simulations show that the spectra are completely dominated by impurity line emission even at low concentration. A representative model spectrum is shown in Fig. 13. We multiply the temperature-dependent model SXR spectra by the filter responsivities and integrate over photon energy to produce a model of the relative signal strength in each of the three $\text{H}_2\text{O}^{84}$Zn, $\text{Al}$, and $\text{Ti}$ channels. We then compare the measured intensity ratios from the three channels to the temperature-dependent model predictions. Note that by using ratios of the intensities we avoid errors due to our uncertain knowledge of the exact emissivity in the volume of plasma sampled by the SXR which is affected by the detailed density distribution in the sampled volume, as well as the absolute impurity concentrations.

By comparing these model channel intensity ratios to the measured ratios in 1 $\mu$s intervals, we can, in principle, determine the time evolution of the electron temperature during a single discharge. The model-data comparison procedure for two time snapshots is shown in Fig. 14. What we find, however, is that there are times (as in the bottom panel in the figure) where no single temperature or small range of temperatures can explain all three intensity ratios. Perhaps the emission at high energies is sensitive to some nonequilibrium physics that we do not include in our models. We have modeled the inclusion of Cu and other possible impurities, but thermal line emission from additional species does not appear to explain the discrepancies.

VI. SUMMARY

We have shown that high time resolution UV spectroscopy is a useful tool for characterizing the physical properties of the SSX plasma during and after magnetic reconnection. Electron temperature can be estimated from impurity line emission ratios, but it is important to take into account deviations from coronal equilibrium, which requires detailed spectral modeling. This same modeling also shows that ionization and excitation equilibrium is reached within 10 $\mu$s after the plasma is discharged from the guns so that steady-state simulations are sufficient for describing the plasma emission at the time that reconnection occurs (beginning 30 or 40 $\mu$s after the plasma discharge) and, furthermore, that the exact conditions in the plasma guns do not need to be known in order to accurately model the plasma properties around the time of reconnection.

Comparing model line ratios with measured UV line emission from various impurity species allows us to place constraints on the relative impurity concentrations in the plasma. Carbon is the dominant impurity in SSX, with a concentration approximately 350 times greater than that of nitrogen and 500 times greater than that of oxygen. However, even the less abundant elements make a significant contribution to the UV and SXR line emission.

For the first time in SSX we have made precise, high time resolution measurements of the electron temperature...
during counterhelicity spheromak merging. Energy released by magnetic reconnection causes $T_e$ to rise from approximately 12 to 19 eV on average during the 35–70 $\mu$s interval of a discharge. A smaller increase in $T_e$ is observed during single spheromak discharges. Mean ion temperatures, as determined by line width measurements using an ion Doppler spectrometer, also rise from approximately 13 to 22 eV during the 40–55 $\mu$s interval of a discharge, but the increase in $T_i$ is similar for shots with and without spheromak merging and thus must be largely unrelated to reconnection at the midplane. We propose a simple resistive heating model for the conversion of magnetic energy to thermal energy during spheromak merging and find reasonable agreement between previously published magnetic data and the new spectroscopic measurements.

Utilizing the information about impurity concentrations derived from UV line intensity measurements, we have developed a framework for monitoring electron temperature during individual discharges using a broadband SXR detector, and the same spectral modeling tools that we used successfully to model the UV emission lines. The SXR signal measured by the SXR increases during reconnection, and also shows a modest change in its spectral energy distribution. However, our steady-state non-LTE models (which assume statistical equilibrium in the excitation/ionization state of the plasma) cannot reliably reproduce the time evolution of the SXR signals, indicating that additional physics—for example, non-Maxwellian particle distributions—must be included in future modeling.
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